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Schedule of exigtin;^ tree^- and proposed planting

(The numl-erg refer to the accoinparving plan. Kumbere 1-10
are in the proposed conservation affiaa.)

1. All Faints Churchyard. Plane 50* A fine specimen tree, excellent
shape and position; seen from
v/hole length of Churchgate.

2. " " " reposed planting to scieen baclrs of houses
in Sparrow Hill

5* " " " Tw© sycamore£• Attxactive valuable trees

" " " Ash 40' GuuC ubciul Liees /__

5- Three Kunc Garden Beech 40* Large ij':porta.rt tj/ee

6» Steeple kow. West side* 8 ggod trees on grass veige
Ta'^^t " *7 '' " " " "

Iv.'any severely lopped specimens along the
pavements on both sides.

7» Old Kectory Grounds 19 mature trees, mariy necessarily 'raised'
but still very valuable as a group.

7-A " " " Proposed shrubs along fence
8» Rectory grounds 10 oi' 12 mature trees. Valuable as a group.
9« Rectory Place Beech 40' Important specimen tree

10. Oparrow Hill Rhippides. Proposed screen of txees. The closing
of this gap is of the greatest
importance.

11. Lemyngton Ttreet " Acer 28* Good condition, important site

• " " Birch saplings. ^oo near buildlnms?

1 ^ " II j • j_ •'crood position

14. Churchgate (.uery building line on R. side. Propose additional
planting to close 'souaie' if buildings are set
bac^-'.

15>16,17* Fennel iti'oet Car Park. Birch saplings 12' Good.

IS. Beac Lane Proposed small tree at Ix. end of Cafe' .

" " Proposed tree."; adjacent to now cevelcpment
20. Bridge rtreetCBV,B) Proposed trees alongside proposed

inner circulatom roaa .

21. The aushes A very dreary s'"retch. Rugmest groups of shiubs x'ather
than trees in conjunction with car parking.

22. Ashby Square. Plane 20* Badly (and unnecessarily?) lopped. This
site needs a large and effective tree,
possibly with grass and seats, to form
a focus at the end of Market Rtreet as
seen from the Oown Hall and other
approaches. The existing tree could be
allowed to grow and develop naturally but
to achieve the *enhancement of the view froi
the Town Hall replacement a few yards to
the south would be necesxary
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